Applications planned to be developed
○Extracting DNA/RNA from FFPE tissues
○Extracting miRNA from body ﬂuid
○DNA/RNA extracting from medium-volume sample

CE/IVD marked
Universal Nucleic Acid Extraction Chemistry

○Extracting Total RNA from cells and tissues

Reagent for extracting nucleic acid from
large volume (5mL) of whole blood MagDEA Dx LV
Instrument

magLEAD 5bL

Proposal of solution for
next generation genetic test system
Magtration Technology System

Pre-packed nucleic acid extraction reagent for genetic test

MagDEA Dx LV is a nucleic acid extraction reagent developed
for automated large volume extraction/puriﬁcation system.

Features of MagDEA Dx LV
○ Capable of extracting nucleic acid from large volume (5mL) of whole blood
○ Only takes about 70 minutes for extraction

Produced by

○ Reagent management (Lot, expiration date, etc.) by QR code

Speciﬁcations
Extraction sample volume
Elution volume
Sample type
Extraction time
Instruments

MagDEA Dx SV

MagDEA Dx LV

200μL or 400μL

5mL

50μL, 100μL, 200μL

1mL

whole blood, plasma, serum,
urine, swab, CSF

whole blood

Within 25 minutes

about 70 minutes

magLEAD 6gC, magLEAD 12gC
geneLEAD series

magLEAD 5bL

magLEAD consumable kit
Disposables

(Cat #: F4430)

geneLEAD Consumable set

BT-20 Tip & Piercer Assay 129
(Cat #: F7230)

(Cat #: F2100-002)

Test / kit

48 tests / kit

10 tests / kit
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Nucleic acid extracting reagent MagDEA Dx series
Instruments, with which used

Instruments, with which used

geneLEAD series, magLEAD 6gC, magLEAD 12gC, magLEAD 5bL

Universal design

Batch processing

Various
sample types Single protocol
serum

DNA

plasma

RNA

whole blood

micro RNA

tissues

Fully - automated sample to result PCR system
geneLEAD series

1sample

MagDEA Dｘ SV
cartridge

Independent control PCR & 6color detection

By combining magDEA Dx series
and geneLEAD which is automated
genetic test system equipped with

PCR reagent

Automatically
divide
and dispense

6 color ﬂorescent detection unit,
magLEAD is capable of ﬂexibly
handling analysis requirement for

Etc

extracting nucleic acid from various

Swab

sample, running multiple diﬀerent

urine

PCR cycle simultaneously and

Etc

furthermore, detecting multiplex
automatically.
Pre-ﬁlled cartridge with wall to prevent
cross contamination risk
Extracted nucleic acid

MagDEA Dx is a nucleic acid extraction
Nucleic acid extraction reagent cartridge

reagent developed newly for fully automated

PCR reagent cassette

PCR reaction cassette

Capable of simultaneous runs of
multiple diﬀerent PCR cycles.

system developed by PSS. Extraction reagent
is sealed in to cartridges with all reagents
needed for extracting nucleic acid (DNA/RNA)
including magnetic particles. Combining with
PSS system, preparation of high quality

QR code

QR code

nucleic acid can be done easily and eﬃciently.
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Extracted nucleic acid would be measured by Real-time PCR and so on.

MagDEA Dx LV for magLEAD 5bL.

of extracting from wide
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geneLEAD XII
PCR block

concentration range.
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These products are designed in accordance with the European IVD Directive (98/79/EC).

Features of MagDEA Dx SV

Ct (MagDEA Dx SV)

PSS has the line-up of MagDEA Dx SV for magLEAD 6gC, magLEAD 12gC and geneLEAD series, and

MagDEA DX is capable
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geneLEAD
Ampliﬁcation Plot(ch1)
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Extracting nucleic acid from diﬀerent sample types can be done by single protocol.
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Ct

○ Extraction can be done within 30 minutes.
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○ Capable of nucleic acid extraction from various sample types with single protocol
(nucleic acid from whole blood, serum, plasma, urine, Swab and CSD)

Good reproducibility in
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○ Extract from 200µl sample and elution can be selected from 50, 100, and 200µl.

combination with
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○ Capable of managing reagent information (Lot, expiration date, etc.) by QR code.

geneLEAD, too.

geneLAEAD Spin column kit
M13 H

M13 L

